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Plot Summary
The Pirates of Penzance
ACT I
On a rocky coast of Cornwall, a merry (and quite gentlemanly) band known as the Pirates of
Penzance is having a party to celebrate the end of the apprenticeship of one of their crew,
Frederic (“Pour, oh pour the pirate sherry”). Their leader, the Pirate King, offers Frederic his
congratulations on his successful grasp of the profession of piracy, and Frederic replies that
although it was entirely through an error that he was apprenticed to the pirates, he has done
his best for the band simply because it was his duty; he has been “the slave of duty.” This error is then explained by Ruth, an honest and honorable woman who has served as the pirates’
maid since the time Frederic was indentured. She tells the King that it was her mistake that
brought him into the gang (“When Frederic was a little lad”). Frederic’s father had asked her,
as the boy’s nursemaid, to apprentice his son to a ship’s pilot; however, “through being hard
of hearing,” she mistook Frederic’s father’s instructions, and apprenticed the boy to a pirate
instead.
This day, however, is Frederic’s twenty-first birthday, meaning that at twelve o’clock noon, his
apprenticeship officially ends, and Frederic regretfully tells the pirates that once his apprenticeship is over, although he loves them all as individuals, he will devote his life to their extermination because piracy is wrong. (This is unfortunate news for all.) He also points out that
they are really quite awful pirates (they agree) because they are too tender-hearted with their
victims, particularly when those victims are orphans. (The pirates themselves are all orphans.)
Unfortunately, the word has gone around, and everyone the pirates attempt to pillage claims
to be an orphan. Frederic invites the crew to give up piracy and go with him, so that he need
not destroy them, but the Pirate King says that, compared with respectability, piracy is comparatively honest (“Oh, better far to live and die”).
Ruth comes forward and asks what is to become of her once Frederic is released from his indentured servitude. The Pirate King says that Frederic will take her with him when he leaves.
(Frederic has never seen another woman, and Ruth has told him she is very beautiful – a
“fact” that the young man believes despite her age.) However, when the two of them go
ashore, they hear a chorus of young women singing and Frederic sees from a distance “a bevy
of beautiful maidens.” He realizes that Ruth has misled him (“Oh false one, you have deceived
me”), sends her away, and then hides.
The girls arrive on the scene and are entranced with this seaside spot’s beauty and apparent
seclusion. Frederic reveals himself (“Stop, ladies, pray”), admits he is a pirate,
CONTINUED...
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and appeals to them to help him reform (“Oh, is there not one maiden breast?). None
take pity on him until one of the young women, Mabel, chastises her sisters for their lack
of charity (“Oh, sisters, deaf to pity’s name, for shame!”) and tells Frederic to “Take any
heart – take mine!” The two fall in love, and the other girls debate on whether to leave
them alone or to eavesdrop.
Meanwhile, the pirates have stealthily entered and attempted to kidnap the girls with
plans of marrying them (“Here’s a first-rate opportunity”). Mabel warns the men that the
girls’ father is a Major General who soon arrives and introduces himself (“I am the very
model of a modern Major General”), begging the pirates not to take his daughters, thus
leaving him alone in his old age. And, having heard of the Pirates of Penzance, he tells
them he is an orphan, which results in the pirates releasing the girls and making all of
them honorary members of the pirate band.
ACT II
Near a ruined chapel by moonlight on his estate, Major General Stanley is riddled with
guilt because of the lie he told the pirates about being an orphan. The Major General
learns that Frederic will lead an expedition, with the help of the police, against the pirates at eleven o'clock that night. Although the police feel an obligation to assist, they
are quite afraid to challenge the pirates, as the daughters have told them how fierce and
merciless they are.
Frederic sits musing on his fate until interrupted by the appearance of the Pirate King
and Ruth. They pull pistols on Frederic, but instead of shooting him they explain to him a
“most ingenious paradox” that they have discovered. The paradox is that Frederic is still
bound to the pirates, because having been born on February 29—a leap year—he has
only served five, and not twenty-one years of his contract, counting only birthdays, of
course. Bound by his sense of duty, Frederic exclaims that, on that basis, he must go with
them, for "at any cost, I will do my duty."
He tells the Pirate King that the Major General only used the orphan story as a ruse to
save himself and his daughters: "General Stanley is no orphan," he says. "More than that,
he never was one!" Upon this disclosure, the Pirate King announces that his vengeance
on Major General Stanley will be swift and sure. He and his pirates will attack the Major
General's castle that very night. Frederic tries to plead with him, but in vain.
Ruth and the Pirate King depart, and Mabel enters, finding Frederic alone. He feels de-

CONTINUED...
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termined to rejoin the pirates, and despite her pleading, he says farewell. Mabel, left
alone, decides to be as dutiful as her lover and she addresses the Sergeant of Police telling
him how Frederic, who was to have led the police against the Pirates, has once more
joined his old associates. She says that she loves him all the more for his heroic sacrifice to
duty. However, he has made himself her foe, so she will do her duty, and regard him as
such. She bids the police to do their duty, and departs. The policemen do not understand
the situation, but, their "course is clear": they must capture the pirates.
The pirates are heard approaching, singing joyfully, and the police conceal themselves. The
pirates and the police struggle, and the pirates win. However, before the pirates are able to
kill the police and the Major General, the Sergeant demands that the pirates surrender in
the name of Queen Victoria. They acknowledge their ultimate allegiance to the Queen,
kneel, and surrender before the police “because, with all our faults, we love our Queen.”
As the police are about to arrest the pirates, Ruth approaches and asks for their forgiveness as “they are all noblemen who have gone wrong.” The pirates are granted forgiveness, the Major General offers them his daughters as brides, everyone is forgiven, and
all is well.

By Ted Fabel, Minneapolis South High School
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Character List
The Pirates of Penzance
The Pirate King – The flamboyant and charismatic leader of the Pirates of Penzance, he is adventurous, sentimental, and surprisingly reasonable, especially for a pirate. He refuses to
attack those weaker than he is, and absolutely refuses to do any harm to orphans as he and
his fellow pirates are all orphans themselves.
Mabel – The youngest daughter of Major General Stanley, she is kind, sincere, and strongwilled, and she captures the heart of young Frederic.
Frederic – Handsome, confident, and genuine, Frederic was assigned to be a pirate’s apprentice at a young age and is bound to this duty until his twenty-first birthday. At that time, he is
released from his apprenticeship and declares he is now committed to defeating the band of
pirates of which he had once been a member. He falls in love with Mabel at first sight and is
determined to marry her.
Major General Stanley – A knowledgeable, clever, and self-satisfied man, he personifies
"dignified respectability" in the truest sense of the phrase. The father to several daughters, he
does what he can to protect them from the pirates.
Ruth – Maid on the ship of the Pirates of Penzance, she was Frederic’s childhood nanny, but
mistakenly signed Frederic up for his pirate apprenticeship. She raised young Frederic
"properly" to be a gentleman. To escape the pirates, she convinces Frederic to marry her, and
the pirates, seemingly tired of her, do not object. She does not, however, end up marrying
Frederic.
Sergeant of Police – A bumbling leader, he is committed to stopping the pirates but is a coward at heart.
Samuel - The Pirate King's right hand man, he is sincere, earnest, and simple-minded.
Edith, Kate, Isabel – Major General Stanley’s daughters. They are captured by the pirates, and,
once released, end up marrying them (in spite of their initial protestations).
Constables – A bumbling band led by the Sergeant of Police, they are willing to follow the Sergeant even though they, too, are cowards.

By Ted Fabel, Minneapolis South High School
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Biography of W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan
In Victorian England, librettist Sir W.S. Gilbert and composer Sir Arthur Sullivan defined a new kind of theatre with their fifteen timeless collaborations, and their influence
can still be felt today. So far-reaching is the effect of their operettas or comic operas of 130
years ago that contemporary media continues to pirate and parody songs in everything
from episodes of The Simpsons to The West Wing.
Sir William Schwenck Gilbert (1836-1911) was born in Strand, London on November
18, 1836. Until he was about thirteen years old, he spent much of his youth touring Europe
with his father, a retired naval surgeon, mother, and three sisters. Little is known about his
family except that his parents were inflexible and stern people and that his relationship
with them was strained. He graduated from King’s College London and then attempted careers in government as a clerk and barrister.
Finally, at around the age of twenty-six, Gilbert found his true calling in the creative
arts and started writing short illustrated poems for the magazine Fun. He used his childhood nickname “Bab,” and the poetry collection is now known as The Bab Ballads. Some of
these first creative ventures became the bases for several of his libretti, including H.M.S.
Pinafore and Trial by Jury.
Sir Arthur Seymour Sullivan (1842-1900) was born in Lambeth, London on May 13,
1842. Sullivan’s musical destiny was discovered early. His father was a military bandmaster,
and, by the time he was eight years old, Arthur could play all the instruments in the band.
After four years of private school at Bayswater, Sullivan was admitted to the choir at Chapel
Royal School where he was often one of its soloists. During his three year stay, he began to
compose anthems and songs, and at age fifteen one of those compositions became his
first published piece. In 1856 he received the first Mendelssohn Prize and was then accepted to the Royal Academy of Music.
Sullivan first met Gilbert after Richard D’Oyly Carte commissioned them to write the
one act play, Trial by Jury. It was their first major hit and the beginning of the trio’s highly
successful but often tumultuous relationship that would last for twenty years and twelve
more operettas until their break-up over a quarrel about a new carpet for the Savoy Theatre (the theatre D’Oyly Carte built for the artistic duo).

CONTINUED...
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Biography of W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan
Gilbert and Sullivan were a phenomenal team, each of them contributing the best of
their talents. Both of them received knighthoods from Queen Victoria and they were successful both together and apart. Eventually the duo split up as their distinct personalities finally
collided: Gilbert was a stoic and Sullivan a lover of indulgence. Sullivan died in London on November 22, 1900 after a boisterous life and a long struggle with health complications from
pneumonia. Gilbert died on May 29, 1911 after suffering a heart attack while attempting to
save a family friend from drowning.

By Alexandra Howes, Twin Cities Academy
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A Brief History of Opera, Operetta and Musical Theatre
To find the origins of opera, one must look back in Italian history to the late 1500s. A group of
Florentine intellectuals, la camerata fiorentina, believed that the music of that time had lost its
substance to the lavishness and excess of the Renaissance period. They decided that what was
needed was a return to the simplicity of the ancient Greek tragedy.
Acting on this point of view, in 1607, composer Claudio Monteverdi wrote the first opera, The
Legend of Orpheus. In this work, Monteverdi paid homage to the ancient Greeks in both its story and its structure, which included recitative (dialogue sung in the rhythm of ordinary speech)
and minimal orchestral accompaniment.
Opera became widely popular and spread to Rome, Florence and Venice, and eventually
throughout Europe to Vienna, Paris and London. As the Baroque period evolved, opera began
to take two forms: opera seria, based on a tragedy, and opera buffa, which told a light-hearted
story.
By the end of the Baroque period in the mid-18th century, operas began to include the
“beautiful singing” style of bel canto which placed importance on the tone and quality of the
singing rather than on the meaning of the words themselves. Precise articulation, varied delivery, and gestures were used to highlight vocal delivery.
The 19th century is known as the Golden Age of Opera mostly because two very important
composers, known for their very different styles, forever changed opera’s form. Italian composer Giuseppe Verdi (La Traviata, Aida) wrote works that combined spectacular show with subtle
emotions, while German composer Richard Wagner (The Flying Dutchman, The Ring of the Nibelung) relied on German literature as the source material for his massive works. (Wagner believed that the opera should be a synthesis of music, poetry, and staging in what he called
“music drama.”)
During the later half of the 20th century, popular music, particularly jazz, sometimes inspired
operas, and new forms of music and theatre begin to emerge.
Operetta
In the late 19th century, a new genre emerged as an off-shoot of opera – the operetta, a type of
musical theatre which was popularized by the English composing team of William Gilbert and
Arthur Sullivan. In contrast to the serious opera of composers like Verdi and Wagner, their lighthearted operettas (“little operas”) featured tales of boy-meets-girl and often
CONTINUED...
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A Brief History of Opera, Operetta and Musical Theatre
tal norms and character types and created a satiric tone. Gilbert and Sullivan also replaced the
operatic device of recitative with spoken dialogue and used what we would call songs instead
of arias. Because of the less serious subject matter, less heavy-handed techniques, and emphasis on comedy, their productions were far more accessible to the general public, and American
composers began to imitate the operetta style in their own works. The first American operetta
to be performed on Broadway, Serenade, was written by the immigrant composer Victor Herbert, and his most famous operetta, Babes in Toyland, produced in 1903, contains songs still
frequently played by high school orchestras and marching bands today.
The evolution of operetta to what we now refer to as American Musical Theatre began when
Arthur Hammerstein, a successful Broadway composer, noted the success of the genre with
American audiences and commissioned composers to write operettas which he then produced. While working for Hammerstein as a stagehand, his nephew Oscar, who later became
part of the famous duo, Rodgers and Hammerstein, learned a great deal about composing lyrics and constructing plots, and over time began developing his own talent as a writer.
American Musical Theatre
The first significant production of the American Musical Theatre was Oscar Hammerstein and
Jerome Kern's Showboat in 1927, which finally ushered in a new genre of entertainment, the
musical play. Unlike the musical comedies that came before them, musical plays demonstrated
realistic, authentic characters and credible stories containing social dilemmas which mirrored
challenges faced by American society. Song, dance, humor and spectacle were still present in
these productions, but they existed to support and enhance the story.
In 1931, the landmark production Of Thee I Sing, a musical play written by George and Ira
Gershwin, bravely lampooned American politics, and 1943, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein's ground-breaking musical, Oklahoma, finally realized the quest for a uniquely American form of entertainment, and the American Musical Theatre was born.

By Cheryl Hornstein, Freelance Theatre Educator
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Tossing Lines from The Pirates of Penzance
Objective:
To familiarize students with the play by working with lines spoken in the play and based on these excerpts to
elicit predictions and discussion about the play’s conflict and characters. This activity helps students form
questions, gain insight, and build excitement for seeing these lines spoken in the play. This activity serves the
students best if completed before they attend the play.
Time allotted:
20-30 minutes
Materials:
Tennis ball or hackey-sack
Fifteen slips of paper, cut from Tossing Lines on the following page
Procedure:
Cut and distribute the slips of paper (see the following page) to fifteen volunteers. Give students a few
minutes (or overnight, if appropriate) to memorize (or prepare a dramatic reading of their line with no
memorization). Have these fifteen students form a circle and give one student the ball. After students speak a
line, they toss the ball to another student who speaks their assigned line. Students toss ball throughout the
circle until all lines have been heard a few times. Encourage students to speak lines with varying emotions,
seeking out the best way to perform the lines.
Optional:
Re-assign lines within the group (or other students in classroom) and continue for another round.
Free-writing/Discussion:
After lines have been tossed and in preparation for discussion, allow students five minutes to free-write their
ideas and questions about the content of the play. The following questions may be used to guide free-write
and/or discussion.
1. Can you predict which themes may be portrayed in this production based on the lines you’ve heard?
What might be the central conflict? Which lines support your ideas?
2. In what period do you think the play is set?
3. What cultural references can you identify?
4. Which lines might be from songs? Why do you think so?

Activity adapted from: O’Brien, Peggy. Shakespeare Set Free. New York Washington Square Press, 1993.
CONTINUED...
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Tossing Lines from The Pirates of Penzance
Quotes from the Play
To the Teacher:
Cut these apart and distribute to students.

From today you are a full-blown member of our band.
It was my duty and I am a slave of duty.
I bound him to a pirate – you! Instead of to a pilot.
If you feel it is your duty to destroy us, we cannot blame you for that conviction.
We don’t seem to make piracy pay.
I shall live and die a Pirate King.
This evening I renounce my vile profession.
We must not lose our senses, if they stick at no offenses we should not be here.
I am the very model of a modern Major General.
Though you die in combat gory, ye shall live in song and story.
At last I may atone for the acts of theft and pillage which, because of duty, I have
been guilty.
I sink a few more ships it’s true than a well-bred monarch ought to do.
When stern duty calls, I must obey.
His heroic sacrifice to his sense of duty has endeared him to me tenfold.
Oh, here is love, and here is truth, and here is food for joyous laughter.

By Cheryl Hornstein, Freelance Theatre Educator
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Vocabulary on Land and at Sea
Objective: To familiarize students with the vocabulary of the operetta.
In The Pirates of Penzance, characters use particular words and phrases that were specific to the 19th century
and/or specific to a way of life. Below is a list of vocabulary used by the characters.
Major General

A high-ranking general in the military in charge of thousands of soldiers.

Sat A Gee

To ride on a horse, or to have sat on a horse. “Gee” was slang for “horse” during the time of this
play. “Geehaw” was a command to make the horse move.

Custom House

A building that processes imported and exported goods. It also collects taxes or duties that are
placed on such goods.

Scuttle

To damage a ship from beneath the water so it will sink.

Life Preserver

Slang for a weapon made up of a short club with a weighted head; a blackjack.

Indenture

A legal contract binding someone to work with no pay for a particular amount of time.

Propriety

The acceptance and practice of standard behaviors and morals.

“Tarantara”

An onomatopoeia that mimics the sound of a police trumpet.

Paradox

A statement or situation that seems illogical or impossible, but still remains true.

Duty

A responsibility or an obligation to do something.

Apprenticeship

A contract between a novice and a professional in order for the novice to learn a trade, with very
little, if any, pay.
Someone who navigates ships.

Pilot
Doctor of Divinity
Dimity

Someone who holds a Ph.D. in divinity, or the study of Christianity; for example, a minister or
priest. Someone who is an officiant of marriages.
A fabric that is transparent and often used for dresses, usually in a variety of thread patterns.

Pirate King

The highest-ranking leader of a band of pirates.

Escutcheon

A metal shield with a coat of arms on it or a decoration found around keyholes and doorknobs.

Analyzing Related Terms
After reading through it, can you identify words from the list that may be similar in definition? On another
sheet of paper, draw and fill out the chart, identifying two similar meaning words. Then explain how these
words are similar. It is possible to use a word more than once. Sample chart entry:
Word

Related Term

Indenture

Apprentice

How are they related?
Both words mean that a person is contracted to someone else, working
for almost no money.

By Cheryl Hornstein, Freelance Theatre Educator
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Operetta: Form and Function

Objective: To help students understand the meaning and purpose of various musical parts of
the operetta form.
To the teacher:
Before the performance:
You may want to introduce your students to the following concepts prior to seeing the
production so that they will know what to look for: aria, recitative, ensemble, chorus,
orchestral music, etc. Use the following link to provide examples from the play. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRTe61q39Cg (The Pirates of Penzance – Wichita Grand
Opera)
After the performance:
Have your students keep their programs from the play, as they will need them to complete the activity. This activity can be completed individually or in small groups. Have
the students share their answers with the class.
Activity: Have students complete the handout on the following page.

CONTINUED...
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Operetta: Form and Function
Student Handout
There are many different kinds of songs in operettas. Performers may sing solos, duets, or trios. There may be whole pieces sung by a larger group called the chorus. There are also some
sections during which the orchestra plays alone. Often, when staging an operetta, the director
will listen carefully to the music and make some of the movement fit directly with the music
for comic effect.
Overture
An opera or operetta usually begins with an orchestral piece of music called the overture. The
overture introduces the audience to many of the musical themes they will be hearing in the
performance. At the end of the overture, the curtain rises and the operetta begins.
After seeing the performance, which songs were you able to recognize just from hearing
the overture?

Arias
An aria is a solo during which a character expresses his or her feelings and reflects on the
events of the drama. The purpose of an aria is to express emotions rather than to further the
action of the story, and it provides an opportunity for the singer to demonstrate vocal and artistic skill.
Using your program to help you remember, which songs would be considered arias?

CONTINUED...
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Recitative (pronounced reh-chih-tah-teev)
Recitative is a type of singing unique to opera, and is used when characters are conversing or
introducing an aria. The text is delivered in a way that imitates speech, and it is meant to carry
the action forward. Recitative can be accompanied by full orchestra or only one or two instruments. In operetta, recitative is often replaced by dialogue.
Did you hear any recitative in The Pirates of Penzance? Did the use of recitative make it
easier or harder for you to understand the operetta’s action? Why?

Ensemble
Ensemble singing is a term used to describe two or more voices of different ranges singing together (duets, trios, quartets, etc.). The way the composer blends the voices will depend on
the dramatic requirements of the plot. For example, in a duet in which the characters singing
are in love, a composer might show this musically by having each performer sing a different
melody, and then gradually bring both vocal lines together in harmony. However, if the characters are in conflict, the melodic lines may never come together, but contrast or even compete with each other.
The characters Mabel and Frederic have a duet in which they express their love for each
other. Which song was it? Can you describe the structure of the song?

Which characters sing the trio? How do the voices blend (or not) in the trio? Why was
that effective?

CONTINUED...
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Chorus
Most operettas include music sung by a large group called a chorus. The chorus appears onstage most often in crowd scenes.
Which groups of characters in The Pirates of Penzance function as the chorus?

Orchestral Music
The orchestra is an important part of any operetta, not only because it accompanies the singing. Themes of the operetta (both musical and emotional) can appear in orchestral introductions and in conclusions to arias, recitatives and choruses.
Did you notice any sections of the play where the orchestra alone helped you to understand the action?

How did the director use the orchestral music to clarify or enhance an action or theme?
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Creating Comedy Through Movement and Sound
Objective: To give students the opportunity to explore the operetta’s use of movement
and sound to create comedy.
Introduction:
In this scene we see the Major General confronting the pirates who are about to kidnap
and marry all of his daughters. Note that much of the comedy of the scene comes from
“punning” on the words “often” and “orphan” which, when spoken with a British accent,
sound very much the same. (The British pronunciation of “orphan” is “aw-fun”, which
sounds like “often.”)
To the teacher: Prepare the students for reading the scene by having them read the character descriptions. Before doing this activity in class, have students practice speaking
with a British accent. You can use this link for some practice with tongue twisters: http://
www.opera-europa.org/en/opera-resources/history
Activity 1: Read, View, Discuss:
Assign individual students to read the roles of the General, Mabel, Edith, Kate, Sam and
the Pirate King. Have one half of the remaining students read the pirates and the other
half read the daughters. Read through the scene and discuss questions 1-3. If possible,
view the scene (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRTe61q39Cg, The Pirates of Penzance, Wichita Grand Opera, minute 48:00). Then answer question 4.
1) What can you learn about the Major General and the Pirate King from this reading?
2) What can you learn about the daughters and the pirates?
3) What moments in the scene are intended to be funny?
4) Why do you think the pirates are so easily fooled?
5) Why are they so sensitive to the idea of being orphans?
6) How does the movement you saw in the video enhance the scene?

CONTINUED...
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Activity 2: On Your Feet:
In a large, open space, “stage” the scene. Choose 6 different students to read the lead
parts, 5-8 students to be pirates, and 5-8 students to be daughters. Read the scene
again. This time, the pirates and daughters should react as a group to what is going on.
The daughters function as a “cheering section” for the Major General while the pirates
do the same for the Pirate King. All actors should move as the scene dictates, but not
necessarily in the same way as in the video. You may choose to assign roles a third
time. This time, have the students exaggerate the movement, the accents and the physicality of the characters.
1) How does adding movement to the scene enhance the comedy?
2) Is the scene funnier when the movement is exaggerated, or when the scene is
played in a more realistic way? Why or why not?
3) Why do you think the librettist chose to have so many daughters and pirates onstage? Do you think it is necessary to have so many?

CONTINUED...
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Creating Comedy Through Movement and Sound
Scene to Read Aloud
The Major General has just discovered the pirates in the act of abducting his daughters in order to take them away and marry them. He introduces himself with a rousing song.
DIALOGUE
Major General: And now that I have introduced myself, I should like to have some idea of
what’s going on.
Kate: Oh, Papa – we –
Samuel: Permit me, I’ll explain in two words: we propose to marry your daughters.
Major General: Dear me!
Daughters: Against our wills, Papa – against our wills!
Major General: Oh, but you mustn’t do that! May I ask – this is a picturesque uniform, but I
am not familiar with it. What are you?
Pirate King: We are all single gentlemen.
Major General: Yes, I gathered that – Anything else?
Pirate King: No, nothing else.
Edith: Papa, don’t believe them; they are pirates – the famous Pirates of Penzance!
Major General: The Pirates of Penzance! I have often heard of them.
Mabel: All except this gentleman – (indicating Frederic) – who was a pirate once, but who is
out of his indentures today, and who means to lead a blameless life evermore.
Major General: But wait a bit. I object to pirates as sons-in-law.
Pirate King: We object to Major Generals as fathers-in–law. But we waive that point. We do
not press it. We look over it.
Major General: (aside) Hah! An idea! (aloud) And do you mean to say that you would deliberately rob me of these, the sole remaining props of my old age, and leave me to go
through the remainder of my life unfriended, unprotected, and alone?
CONTINUED...
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Pirate King: Well, yes, that’s the idea.
Major General: Tell me, have you ever known what it is to be an orphan?
Pirates: (disgusted) Oh, dash it all!
Pirate King: Here we go again!
Major General: I ask you, have you ever known what it is to be an orphan?
Pirate King: Often!
Major General: Yes, orphan. Have you ever known what it is to be one?
Pirate King: I say, often.
Pirates: (disgusted) Often, often, often. (turning away)
Major General: I don’t think we quite understand one another. I ask you, have you ever known what it is to be an orphan, and you say “orphan.” As I understand you,
you are merely repeating the word “orphan” to show that you understand me.
Pirate King: I didn’t repeat the word often.
Major General: Pardon me, you did indeed.
Pirate King: I only repeated it once.
Major General: True, but you repeated it.
Pirate King: But not often.
Major General: Stop! I think I see where we are getting confused. When you said
“orphan,” did you mean “orphan” – a person who has lost his parents, or “often,”
frequently?
Pirate King: Ah! I beg your pardon – I see what you mean – frequently.
Major General: Ah! You said “often” frequently.
Pirate King: No, only once.
Major General: (irritated) Exactly – you said “often,” frequently, only once.

CONTINUED...
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SONG
Major General: Oh men of dark and dismal fate, forgo your cruel employ,
Have pity on my lonely state, I am an orphan boy!
Pirate King and Samuel: An orphan boy?
Major General: An orphan boy!
Pirates: How sad, an orphan boy.
Major General: These children whom you see are all that I can call my own.
Pirates: Poor fellow!
Major General: Take them away from me and I shall be indeed alone.
Pirates: Poor fellow!
Major General: If pity can you feel, leave me my sole remaining joy –
See, at your feet they kneel; your hearts you cannot steel
Against the sad, sad tale of the lonely orphan boy!

By Cheryl Hornstein, Freelance Theatre Educator
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Humor in The Pirates of Penzance
Objective: To enable students to identify the various styles of humor present in the operetta.
The Pirates of Penzance is often described as a comic opera. It makes use of several types
of humor. Below are the six most common styles of humor used in The Pirates of Penzance
and a definition of that style of humor.
1. High/highbrow: A key element of high comedy is that something is being referenced,
meaning that it is a sort of inside joke. For viewers to enjoy high comedy, they need to
have prior knowledge of what the high humor is poking fun at, such as politics, cultural
norms, or grammatical rules. One example is the scene where the Pirate King and General
Stanley have difficulty understanding each other because the words “often” and “orphan”
are pronounced very similarly in a British accent.
2. Ironic: Humor involving incongruity and discordance with norms in which the intended
meaning is opposite, or nearly opposite, to the literal meaning. (Not all irony is humorous,
however.) Two examples would be the pirates’ unwillingness to attack weaker ships, and
the mercy that they have for orphans.
3. Satirical: Humor that mocks human faults/weaknesses or aspects of society. For example, the Pirate King refuses to renounce being a pirate because “I don’t think much of our
profession, but, contrasted with respectability, it is comparatively honest.”
4. Screwball: Humor that deals with unlikely situations and responses to those situations,
often by exaggerated actions and episodes of fast-paced action. For example, the pirates’
battle with the bumbling police.
5. Slapstick: Comedy in which mock violence and simulated bodily harm are staged for
comic effect, also called physical comedy. The name derives from a prop consisting of a
stick with an attached piece of wood that slapped loudly against it when one comedian
struck another with it, enhancing the effect. Slapstick is a form of lowbrow comedy, the
opposite of highbrow comedy.
6. Dark/Morbid: Grim or depressing humor dealing with misfortune and/or death and having a pessimistic outlook. For example, Mabel cheers on the police to do battle with the
pirates, even though she is quite certain that they will die in the process.
CONTINUED...
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Humor in The Pirates of Penzance: Activities
Objective: To have students reflect on the various styles of humor used in The Pirates of
Penzance and evaluate the effectiveness of each style of humor.
Pre-Play Activity:
Directions: As a class, have students share examples they are familiar with of the six styles
of humor.
To the teacher: Be sure to have 2-3 examples to share in case students struggle to come up
with their own. For example, many students have seen the shows Key and Peele and Saturday Night Live. Both of these could be given as illustrations of highbrow comedy.
Post-Play Activity:
Directions: Divide the class into small groups (3-5 per group). Each group should have one
piece of paper. On the paper, have the group draw a 3 by 2 table that fills the entire page
and write each of the styles of humor at the top of each box.
In their small groups, have students brainstorm at least 1-2 examples of each of the various
styles of humor in The Pirates of Penzance. Set a timer for 8-10 minutes.
After the 8-10 minutes is up, have the small groups decide which of the styles were most
effective and why. If students disagree, they must be sure that they can support their choices. Have the groups share their examples and their choices as to which styles were the most
effective in the operetta and why.
To the teacher: Allot 25-35 minutes for this activity.
Highbrow
Ironic

Screwball

Slapstick

Satirical

Dark/morbid

By Ted Fabel, Minneapolis South High School
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Connotation, Denotation and Mondegreens
Objective: To help students to understand the differences between the use of denotation,
connotation, and mondegreens in the operetta.
In The Pirates of Penzance, much of the humor is derived from word play, in particular
through the misunderstandings of connotative and denotative definitions of a word, and
through mondegreens. Denotation is the literal definition of a word. Connotation is a suggested or alternate meaning of a word. Oftentimes, people will use words with connotative
meanings to communicate something different from what it may seem. Sometimes connotative definitions are used to create humor and confusion. Mondegreens are words that sound
the same, but differ in meaning and spelling. This device commonly used in song lyrics.
Activity 1: The chart below provides some examples of words with their connotative and denotative definitions. Try to create more examples of your own.
Word

Denotation

Connotation

Blue

A primary color

A feeling of sadness

Toast

Bread that has been heated and dried

A celebratory speech

Cool

Description of colder temperatures

An attitude that is trendy, in style

Hot
Wasted
Dope

Activity 2: Next, try to explain what is happening in these brief conversations from the play.

CONTINUED...
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Fred. You see, you are considerably older than I. A lad of twenty-one usually looks for a wife of seventeen.
Ruth. A wife of seventeen! You will find me a wife of a thousand!
Explanation:

Fred. Ruth, tell me candidly, and without reserve: compared with other women – how are you?
Ruth. I will answer you truthfully, master – I have a slight cold, but otherwise I am quite well.
Explanation:

General. I come here to humble myself before the tombs of my ancestors, and to implore their pardon for having
brought dishonor to the family escutcheon.
Fred. But you forget, sir, you only bought the property a year ago, and the stucco on your baronial castle is scarcely dry.
Explanation: (See vocabulary chart on page XYZ.)

Activity 3: How might this excerpt from the play be a mondegreen? For a hint, follow the
link to watch the scene: https://youtu.be/3KSxW5tGzsc?t=2815. (See page 21 for Scene
to Read Aloud.)

By Ted Fabel, Minneapolis South High School
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Exploring Personal Codes
Objective: To help students understand the personal codes of the characters of The Pirates of Penzance and
to reflect upon their own personal codes.
A personal code is the philosophy you have about life and the way you want to live it. You determine what
defines you, the values you want to work toward and what you will base your decisions on.
Directions:
1. First, lead students in a discussion of personal codes. Here are some examples you may use to get them
thinking:
Is it good to follow a code? For example, Batman’s personal code is that he will never kill.
What are some other words we use to describe our personal codes?
Is it good to follow a code with no room for exceptions (such as Frederic’s sense of duty in The Pirates
of Penzance)? For example, if you say you will never tell a lie, is that practical?
How might gender, wealth and environment affect people’s personal codes?
Do different cultures have different codes? What are some examples? Are these codes influenced by
traditions, habits, the culture’s history, or beliefs?
2. Now, hand out the worksheet to students. You may have students work alone or in pairs.
3. First, students should work to understand each quote by annotating.
4. Next, have students put into their own words what the character’s personal code means.
5. Have students brainstorm and then write down their own personal code.
6. Finally, have students pair and share, or have them share with the whole class.
Vocabulary: A personal code “is the philosophy you have about life and the way you want to live it. You determine what defines you, the values you want to work toward and what you will base your decisions on.”
Directions: First, analyze each character’s quote. What is their personal code? Then, write your own personal
code.

CONTINUED...
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Exploring Personal Codes
Character and Quote

Explanation of Personal
Code

Source of Personal Code

Major General Stanley
“To escape from the pirates’ clutches, I described myself as an orphan;
and, heaven help me, I am no orphan! I come here to humble myself
before the tombs of my ancestors,
and to implore their pardon for having brought dishonour on the family
escutcheon.”
The Pirate King
“I don’t think much of our profession, but, contrasted with respectability, it is comparatively honest.
No, Frederic, I shall live and die a
Pirate King.”
Frederic
“You have appealed to my sense of
duty, and my duty is only too clear.
I abhor your infamous calling; I
shudder at the thought that I have
ever been mixed up with it; but my
duty is before all—at any price I
will do my duty.”
Chief of Police
“We charge you yield ... in Queen
Victoria’s name!”
Mabel
“Oh sisters, death to pity’s name,/
For shame! It’s true that he has
gone astray,/But pray/Is that a reason good and true/Why you/Should
all be deaf to pity’s name?”
You

By Alexandra Howes and Maggie Quam
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